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November 22, 2017

Dear Members and Friends of the Peace Council,
Did you know that our Syracuse Peace Council is the longest
running grassroots peace and social justice organization in the
country? Using this incredible heritage to our advantage is something
we shouldn’t take for granted. SPC has been boldly supporting anti-war
organizing, protest and civil disobedience since 1936 and there is no
stop in sight.
We benefit from the experience of long-time members, like Diane
Swords, who steadfastly volunteer their efforts to the struggle. At the
same time, we attract new people, such as Marianna Kaufman who learn
from the past while bringing energy and understanding of new contexts to
their action.
We hope you’ll be moved to give generously to support the ongoing work
of the Syracuse Peace Council as you read of SPC’s longevity and
accomplishments this past year.

Diane has been an active member of the Peace Council since the 1970s. She currently sits on the steering
committee and is active on the Nuclear Free World and Beyond War and Militarism committees. She observes:
So many times over the last four decades I have been thankful that Syracuse Peace Council is here when
urgent issues arise. Through surges in action around the 80s nuclear arms race acceleration and the Gulf
Wars, SPC was out front. But in between, SPC has been there too, fewer in numbers, but persisting when
activists were scarce. All of us are needed to keep it going both through busy times and quiescent ones.
I learned organizing through SPC—bringing people together, building power, and developing strategy.
When fear of nuclear war rose during Reagan’s Cold War military buildup, SPC gathered opposition. At
Seneca Army Depot, members of our affinity group climbed the fence with Dr. Benjamin Spock, whose
participation was influential to young parents like ourselves determined to protect our children. SPC grew
our base during that crucial time.
In the 80s, I helped start the local Nuclear Freeze, as part of the national movement. Members believed we
were the entry through which new people would become active, and then (we thought), inevitably deepen
their analysis. To me (and others) that meant subsequent involvement with SPC, with its view of war as
integral to imperialism, upheld, according to MLK by Racism, Materialism and Militarism. In 2013, the
descendant of the Freeze, Peace Action CNY, became the Nuclear Free World Committee of SPC.
As the Cold War “ended”, and other issues seemed more pressing, fewer people remained active. I took
time off from organizing to study anti-nuclear successes, and saw that this pattern of attention, then

invisibility, then action again, required planning
and organizing to be ready when attention came
back to anti-war issues That’s how SPC was
ready to harness the groundswell of concern after
the 2016 election, including helping to start the
CNY Solidarity Coalition.
As unprecedented dangers arise during the
Trump era, we must maintain our key mission
while connecting it to this mass movement.

Along with Diane, Marianna Kaufman is also an
active member of Beyond War and Militarism. For
several years, she has added to the local public
discourse on environmental protections and public
health. She has been active in the CNY Solidarity
Coalition and the Syracuse Rapid Response Team, and
we are fortunate to now have her skills and voice on
the SPC Steering Committee. On her work with the
Syracuse Peace Council, she says:

THEN: 1981, Rome, NY. Activists block the entrance to Griffiss Air
Force Base. SPC and peace groups across NYS brought hundreds of
demonstrators to protest plans to house Cruise missiles at Griffiss.
The Cruise missile carried a 200-kiloton nuclear warhead–15 times
the power of the bomb dropped on Hiroshima. Actions were covered
by the NY Times.

“I find the Peace Council to be a place of integrity and purpose, a place wherein I am encouraged to go
deeper in my organizing abilities. It is a privilege to learn from organizers who have been dedicated to the
cause for so long.
Organizing brings up so many challenges—many times I am reminded to look within as I look for greater
understanding. A truthful approach for me at this time includes looking at my privilege, confronting my
biases, and exploring ways in which I can change old patterns based on outdated societal norms. You can
say the same applies in organizing and when we think of the society we want. It is only when we are able to
look more deeply and honestly at ourselves that we can move forward in ways that do not perpetuate an
unjust status quo. Much of the work can be done with honest introspection—and in doing so, finding those
creative and forward thinking avenues required for change.
Fueled by capitalist profits and destructive greed, we wage racist wars, imprison our youth, and
obsessively consume cheap goods.
We can wake up from our
confusion, and we must look to
divergent leaders paving the way
for real change. New energy and
inspiration can be found in
exciting campaigns such as the
Poor People’s Campaign led by
Reverend Barber. The campaign
seeks a positive moral revival
against the three evils Dr. King
described—racism, militarism,
and materialism, and in today’s
environment it demands that we
all wake up to a new sustainable
reality. I am happy to announce
NOW: 2017, Mattydale, NY. SPC continues working regionally with peace activists to
that the Peace Council has
highlight and oppose the war-making in our midst. The above action at Hancock Airbase
on September 25 resulted in 7 arrests for civil disobedience to challenge the continued
endorsed the campaign and we
illegal use of weaponized drones.
can look forward to participating
in the months ahead.

I am comforted to see friends cultivating peace and joy in their lives after what has been a turbulent year. I
look forward to the Plowshares and holiday gathering season as we forge ahead as a community,
renewed.”
There has never been a better time to support the Peace Council. In addition to all the grassroots organizing
by our committees and sister groups, SPC remains involved in many exciting community endeavors. Just this
November, SPC proudly boasted a fundraising table celebrating the work of the free Rahma Clinic located on
Syracuse’s Southside. Just one day earlier, several long-time members were honored at the opening program of
Still The One, highlighting the work of elder activists. You can view the exhibit at ArtRage Gallery until January
13. Plowshares, undeniably one of the most anticipated events of the year, is coming up December 2 & 3. And the
latest Peace Newsletter, our independent publication allowing for shared critical analysis and opinion, was mailed
out just before Thanksgiving.
We thank you for all that you already do, and hope that you will join us in renewing your financial
commitment to the Syracuse Peace Council today. Funded by volunteer donors, SPC relies heavily on you
to make peace and social justice a priority. Thank you.
Sincerely,

!

!
Diane Swords & Marianna Kaufman,
SPC Steering Committee

An engaged crowd attended the Beyond War and Militarism group’s recent educational program, “End
the 64-Year Korean War.” See reverse for more 2017 program highlights.

2017 Organizing Highlights
Beyond War and Militarism. This newly formed group includes many long time SPC members,
members from Veterans For Peace and newer active members from the CNY Solidarity Coalition and
elsewhere. Events have highlighted the bloated “defense” budget, spoofed presidential control of nuclear
weapons with a screening of Dr. Strangelove, and most recently provided information and actions to
"End the 64-Year Korean War" and prevent a disastrous US war with N. Korea.

Justice For Palestine. In October, alongside Syracuse Jewish Voice for Peace, the Justice for
Palestine committee hosted the 2017 Nakba Tour. Palestinian refugees traveled to Syracuse and spoke on
the importance of supporting the right of Palestinian refugees to return to their homes in the present-day
state of Israel. J4P has also actively supported the HP boycott campaign; HP provides technology that
makes possible the Israeli apartheid system of checkpoints and ID cards.

Neighbors of Onondaga
Nation (NOON).
With short notice NOON
organized an educational
presence and hung a large
banner on a bridge over the
Oswego River reminding
people that ‘Columbus Didn’t
Discover Anything’ as the
replicas of the Nina and Pinta
made their way to Oswego
Harbor. They also hosted the
first annual Indigenous
People’s Day celebration in
“Columbus” Circle in
downtown Syracuse.

Nuclear Free World. This year’s events educate and build grassroots support for the Markey/Lieu
“Restricting First Use of Nuclear Weapons Act of 2017”. In September, members delivered over 1000
signatures to representatives and Senator Gillibrand signed on in mid-October, in part due to our
pressure! Members are proud to be connected to Nobel-Prize Winning International Campaign for the
Abolition of Nuclear Weapons, participating in the “Don’t Bank on the Bomb” campaign to promote
divestment from companies and banks that support the nuclear industry.

Upstate Drone Action. During a well-publicized direct action on September 25, activists protested
the drone program at the Hancock Reaper drone base by holding banners blocking the entrance to the
base. Four of the seven arrested are active SPC members. In 2010, the Hancock base became the site of
the 174th Attack Wing of the National Guard's MQ-9 Reaper drone operations and is the first to have an
MQ-9 remotely piloted aircraft squadron.

